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Notes:
I just want everyone to take note that I am handling correspondence on
behalf of the Free State branch. Alan Dickens is still our chairman, but not
always able to carry out all the official obligations. Please make sure that
you save my email address and use only this from now on.
Kind regards,
Eleanor Muller—Bloemfontein
fouriee@ufs.ac.za

Notes:
Deadline ‘your articles’ for September Sabrina: 31st August 2022
In the Next Issue: Drive your Triumph Day!
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Webmaster: webmaster@triumphclubsa.com
N.B. SABRINA is on the website, under the tab Newsletters.
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Well, here is my first Chairman’s Chat and it’s taken a while to compile, but here
goes. After two attempts we finally managed to hold the 2022 Nationals at
Golden Gate Nature Reserve with the concours held at Clarens Golf Estate. As I
was part of the organizing committee, I’ll leave it to members that attended to
decide how successful the Nationals were. The Johannesburg organizing
committee made it their goal, that participants could forget the trials and
tribulations we have all gone through during the last two years, and have fun
meeting old friends and cleaning and driving their cars. By the laughing, jokes
and banter that went on, it appeared, we managed to achieve our goal. The
standard of cars that entered in the concours and that were on show was
extremely high.

Unfortunately, several attendees came down with the dreaded Covid –19, which
it appears was picked up at the Nationals. Fortunately, most seemed to have
recovered after a week or so and I know of only one participant who spent a short
time in hospital before recovering. This virus is going to be with us for a while so
please be careful and if feeling poorly don’t delay in consulting your GP.
TSCCSA NATIONAL COMMITTEE NEWS
It has been decided to purchase a computer solely for the publishing of Sabrina
and will be used by the present editor or any future editors.
The website, thanks to the hardwork of John Austin-Williams, is up and running.
New articles of interest have been loaded on the technical page and the Office
bearers both, National and Regional, have been updated. Please visit the site on
https://triumphclubsa.com Any suggestions on improving the site or items to be
added to the site please email the webmaster@triumphclubsa.com
We are in the process of having a certificate designed for Honorary Members.
We are also in the process of ascertaining what members would want as
recognition of 10,20.30,40,50-year club membership, your regional chairman
should be discussing this with you in
the near future.
Drive Safe
Gary.Booyens
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Sabrina Editorial June 2022—PART 1
Greetings Everyone from your new-old Editor………..
I thought by now this page/column would be a thing of the past for me, but no
amount of discussing different kinds of horsepower, or hectic new work schedules
or stepping off this platform, made a blind bit of difference to anyone, (see March
2022 Sabrina Editorial) and I was voted right back to this chair in front of a
computer screen…….typing out yet another editorial for the Sabrina – June 2022
edition.
Now that that is off my chest, lets get on with it.
Our new National Chairman Gary Booyens in his Chairmans Chat eluded to a
couple of points under TSCC NATIONAL COMMITTEE NEWS, the first point of
which I personally am very grateful for, (thank you to all involved. See previous
page.) and the second point is wonderful news about the website, so that’s where
you will find Sabrina. If you have trouble finding or getting hold of Sabrina on
our website……just ask your friendly neighbourhood grandson or granddaughter,
I’m sure they would be willing to help you. https://triumphclubsa.com under the
tab newsletters.
Yes, We have a new National Committee, that was duly elected at the 2022
BGM. Here is a short summary of the office bearers. The full minutes of the
22nd BGM appear from page 8 of this edition of Sabrina.
National President – Alan Grant (JHB)
National Chairman – Gary Booyens (JHB)
National Registrar – Eddie Gurnell (PTA)

Editor of Sabrina – Helen Flynn (PTA)
Secretary – Rene de Villiers (JHB)
National Treasurer – Engela van Vuuren (PTA)
SAMCA representative – Rene de Villiers

Congratulations to the new National Committee.
Moving on…….I will cover Impressions and Reflections of the 2022 Nationals at
Golden Gate in this issue, as well as The concours results, some regional chitchat, more Pictorial Impressions of you and your cars at Golden Gate 2022 and
some blasts from the past Golden Gate 1988. And more…………..

On this parting note, I did notice that the Chairman in 1988 had a Chairman’s
Waffle……… I see in 2022 and the recent past we have a Chairman’s Chat!
Triumphs are serious business, we chat properly about Triumph now, we don’t
waffle on about them anymore…...or do we…..?
Happy reading……..Cheers 4 Now…………Helen. (jokerman font !)
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A Centenary of Triumph
The Triumph Motor company manufactured its first car in 1923. They
manufactured a range of very beautiful but expensive cars which led to the
demise of the company in 1939. WW II saw all motoring manufacture being
paused and in November 1944 what was left of the Triumph Motor company was
bought by The Standard Motor Company.
The Triumph Sports car Club of South Africa, and its predecessor the
TR Register of SA, has been curating and enjoying the wonderful sports cars and
saloons bearing the Triumph badge for about half a century. The Garden Route
Triumph Club has decided that the Triumph Marque’s auspicious Centenary
should be celebrated. It was our intention to organise some sort of regional
gathering of Triumph owners to commemorate the occasion. Nols Pienaar, the
past oraniser of a number of special celebrations mentioned the plan at the
recent BGM at Golden Gate and found that there were those from further afield
who would also be interested in such an event. The Garden Route centre thus
plans to organise a celebration in 2023 that will be open to all owners of
Triumph cars.
The Centenary celebration will be held from 18-21 March 2023 at ATKV
Hartenbos, where the 2016 National Gathering was held. I might mention that
Pine Lake Marina, Swartvlei, the venue of a National Gathering in 1984, was
favoured but the owners are about to convert the venue to a retirement village.
This might be of interest to some as I think it is ideal for the propose and will
include frail care facilities (but not a workshop)
As part of the celebration, we will place the attending Triumph Cars to form a
100 pattern for photographic purposes and publicity. Older members will recall
Nols’ very successful 75th anniversary layout at Swartkops air base with more
than 200 Triumphs.
Accommodation has been secured
for the event although final rates
are not yet available. We are
preparing a budget but, as you
may imagine, it is difficult to pin
down food costs due to the fact
that the world seems to have gone
mad. We will try to keep the event
as affordable as possible to make
it accessible for many. We
estimate that we will have costs
available within a month or so. In
the meantime, you might want to
start saving for your 2023 holiday
and spend a few additional days in this part of the country that we call EDEN.
If anyone is in a position to organise sponsorship of any part of the event, wine
for the tables and even regalia, please do help us.
Cheers from the Garden Route.
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TRIUMPH SPORTS CAR CLUB OF SOUTH AFRICA
MINUTES OF THE 22nd BIENNIAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE CLUB
HELD ON 30th APRIL 2022 IN THE ELAND ROOM, GOLDEN GATE
HOTEL, NEAR CLARENS AT THE TIME OF THE CLUB’S 2022
NATIONAL GATHERING.
PRESENT: Alan Grant (National President); Geoff Kriel (National Chairman);
Nols Pienaar (National Registrar); Helen Flynn (Editor, Sabrina); Engela van
Vuuren (National Treasurer); René de Villiers (Spares Administrator and
SAMCA Representative, and Secretary for the meeting) plus 42 members as per
the attendance register, and a further 12 proxies.
WELCOME AND APOLOGIES: The Chairman welcomed everyone present to
the 22nd Biennial Gathering of the Triumph Sports Car Club of South Africa (the
Club). Before proceeding with the business of the meeting the Chairman called
for a moment of silence to honour Club members who had passed away since the
previous meeting. The Members in question are: Gerald Baldrey; Rob Bliss; Bing
Bowen; Merwyn Cronje; Marie Cronje; Tony Hempson; Harry Higgins; Chris Lea;
Gavin McKinley; John Murphy; Rob Elliot; Beyers Vermaak; John Reyneke;
Pierre Cronje; Jackie Robinson; Keith Kelly; Ada Leiboff; John Fletterman; Neil
Cameron and Richard Graham.
On behalf of the Club the Chairman extended his condolences to the bereaved
families of the late members who will be sorely missed.
The following apologies for non-attendance were recorded: Steve Taylor and Eddie Hughes; plus the 12 proxies referred to above.

It was recorded that the Agenda and Notice of the meeting had initially been
published in the December 2019 issue of Sabrina, and was again published in the
December 2021 issue of Sabrina..
With more than 10% of Club members either present or represented by proxy, the
Chairman recorded that proper notice of the meeting had been given and with
the necessary quorum present he declared the meeting as duly constituted.
Before proceeding to the business of the meeting the Chairman referred to the
postponement of the National Gathering from 2020 to 2021, and thereafter to
2022 due to the influenza pandemic which originated in China and which led to
circumstances beyond the control of the National Committee. For the sake of
good order he called on the meeting to ratify the postponement of the National
Gathering; the extension of the terms of office of the National Committee beyond
the usual two-year term and the ratification of decisions taken by the National
Committee.
The necessary proposal to give effect to the foregoing was put forward by Norman Bull,
seconded by Harry Fairley, and approved by the meeting.
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MINUTES OF THE 21st BIENNIAL GENERAL MEETING HELD ON 28th
APRIL 2018: The minutes of the meeting had been published in the June 2018
issue of Sabrina and were taken as read. Adoption of the minutes was proposed
by Bill Flynn and seconded by Walter Muller. The minutes were duly adopted.
MATTERS ARISING: There were no matters arising from the minutes.
NATIONAL PRESIDENT’S REPORT.
Alan Grant reflected on the position of the National President which in The
Club’s make-up was a non-executive position. He commented on the fact that in
the South African context The Club was considered to be one of substance.
Adoption of the report was proposed by Bill Flynn, seconded by Mark, Hirst and
was duly adopted by the meeting.
NATIONAL CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
Geoff Kriel read his report into the minutes of the meeting, as follows:

We finally get to have our 2020 BGM, which is also our 22nd BGM. The TSCC
handed me the chair at the Hartenbos BGM in 2016 and extended my term at the
2018 BGM in Maselspoort to 2020. Ruled by our constitution, my term has come
and gone, as the portfolio can only be ratified at a fully constituted BGM. I was
therefore your validated chairman only until the 2020 BGM, which never took
place. The covid 19 pandemic turned our world upside down, and the National
committee in their wisdom, allowed all sitting incumbents to continue in an
acting capacity until the next BGM, and here we are. Chairman for four years
and acting chair for two years.
I closed my 2018 report by saying “I wish you all a prosperous, healthy and
Triumphant next two years”. At the time we did not anticipate what was ahead
of us. What a ride these six years have been. I hesitate to say a roller coaster
ride, as there have been far more ups than downs. I have had the fortunate
privilege to serve on your national committee with the most wonderful people. I
have also been lucky enough to broaden my friendship base within the club,
getting to know many more of you than otherwise would have been. There were
also lessons to be learnt along the way. Coming from a corporate background
where persuasive and demand tactics are the order of the day if leadership
management fails certainly is not the case in a volunteer organization such as
our club. Leadership skills are tested to the fullest in trying to keep the wheel
turning and satisfying what are sometimes impossible requests and demands.
The old saying "it only takes one bad apple in the basket to contaminate the rest"
stands true.
I have had the opportunity to get to know some other car clubs. The Austin
Healey Club, MG Club, Porsche Cub and Mercedes Club to mention a few. I am of
the strong opinion that the TSCC is as strong as any of these if not the strongest.
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We can hold our heads high and be very proud of our club. All car clubs share the
common challenge of membership, especially the "old Marque" clubs. Members
are not getting any younger and are certainly not living forever. Many of our
beloved classics are finding their way overseas, and that includes Triumphs as
well, which in turn, will have a bearing on our membership.
The membership of the TSCC has shown a decline since our last 2018 BGM. This
is influenced by factors already mentioned such as ageing members, and sometimes economics comes to play a part in many households.
The TSCC finances remain in a positive status notwithstanding that the club has
not had an increase in membership fees for the past two years. Engela van
Vuuren, our treasurer, will table the TSCC financial report during tis BGM.
The pandemic has also affected many of our members, some more dramatically
than others, although I can't say to what extent it has put pressure on the membership count. Reports from all eight affiliated Centers reflect that all have
weathered the storm of covid 19 and are endeavoring to get back to some sort of
normality. Even during the pandemic there were Centers that were “thinking out
of the box” to retain interest and camaraderie. Well done and thank you to all
those members who work so tirelessly and consistently to the betterment of
TSCC. I want to mention by name Gerhard Vorster, Hugh Rademan, Gavin
Turner, Gavin Mills, Bill Flynn, Norman Bull, Alan Dickens and Dennis Cooke,
all of whom are our current sitting chairmen of our eight various centers around
the country, and who all serve on the national committee, for their hard work
and dedication. These centers elect new office bearers at AGMs, so thank you also
to their predecessors for their contribution. These centers are the heartbeat and
life blood of our national club. I also wish to thank the other national committee
members. René de Villiers for all the years he gave up many days each month to
facilitate the smooth running of our importation of spares. I am not sure how
many of you appreciate what this task entailed, sufficient to say that it is no exaggeration to say that it literally consumed two to three days of Rene’s time for
eleven months of the year. The world has become a much smaller place with the
advent of a host of efficient worldwide couriers to choose from, e-mail, pay pal,
globally accepted credit cards, what’s app, google and other social media platforms, all of which makes it possible to order our own spares at the push of a few
buttons. We decided at the 2018 BGM to terminate this facility and René will
give more details in this regard during this BGM. On behalf of TSCC, and in particular, all those members who took advantage of this facility, René our heartiest
thanks. The challenges of the Sabrina task were so efficiently taken on by Helen
Flynn. Helen added a new feeling to the publication, and it was always exciting
to hear that the latest Sabrina had been mailed. The decision to move to a digital
format and distribute via our website was the correct one, only to be challenged
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with the task of having no web master to facilitate loading the files onto the site.
This was nevertheless not Helen’s problem. Helen will not be standing for
re-election so it is time to say many, many thanks for a job well done. We are
going to miss you. Nols Pienaar has been the best registrar in the business. I
have often wondered if there are any other car clubs who can boast a register as
comprehensive and professional as ours. After 18 years at the registrar’s desk,
Nols has decided that it is time for a new incumbent and will not be standing for
re-election. Nols you have been a faithful and very competent servant to the
TSCC. We thank you very much and wish you and Cathy all the best for the
future. Thank you to Engela van Vuuren for finding time in her busy work
schedule to take care of our treasury. When Engela took over from Ed Grondel it
became a mammoth task to change the signatories on the bank account. Engela,
Bill and Helen Flynn, and yours truly were unsuccessful at the first attempt, but
this was eventually sorted out with the help of René and Engela making a trip
to Nedbank in Pretoria. Mr President thank you for always being ready to offer
me a shoulder to cry on. John Dobbins as always has kept a close eye on our
insurance scheme by liaising with Fussel and Associates. Thank you for helping
us protect our beloved Triumphs at the best possible rates.
As I ready myself to hand over the reins to your next chairman it is with much
disappointment that I have to reflect on an objective that I was unable to achieve.
I so badly wanted to hand over a fully operational and well maintained TSCC
website. Our site has not been updated, or maintained for about two years due to
the lack of a web master. This was, please believe me ,not due to the lack of
trying. We did our utmost to recruit this skill within the club without success. I
am sure that there are many members with the IT skills needed to fulfill this
task. I have been assured that loading Sabrina files with occasional maintenance
and small improvements would amount to no more than 45 minutes per month. I
urge anyone who is able and prepared to come to the club’s assistance to please
come forward.
The slowing down of the pandemic and lifting of restrictions will allow our club to
return to what we all knew as normal. All centers must take full advantage of
this in order to build a new momentum and get the TSCC back to where we all
want it to be. We have the club, the people and indeed the cars. Let’s make it
happen.
I have enjoyed serving you as your chairman but have decided to move on and
not stand for re-election. It is time for new leadership and ideas. I have every
confidence that this club will go from strength to strength and I wish the new
chairperson and committee strength and enjoyment going forward.
God bless this club and all its members.
Geoff Kriel.
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Adoption of the report was proposed by Mark Hirst, and seconded by Harry
Fairly. The report was duly adopted by the meeting.
REGISTRAR'S REPORT
Nols Pienaar reported as follows:
Given the report that was published so very recently in the March 2022 issue of
Sabrina, I do not want to add new car information in this report but rather wish
to say goodbye.
I was elected to succeed the late Graham Cheetham, our first registrar, at the
national gathering at Gariep Dam in April/May 2000 after a proposal by the late
Pat Potterton was accepted at the BGM. The new millennium brought me a new
responsibility and challenge because I left the meeting empty handed.
Fortunately David Blair arranged for the existing hard copy of Graham's register
to be sent to me a few months later. Graham did sterling work by producing a
document that I found useful as a source of reference in case of missing details
because it contained a commission number (VIN nowadays), an engine number
and local assembly number where known, in addition to the name of the last
known owner for each Triumph accessed in his register. It is hardly surprising
that side screen TRs featured particularly prominently in this first register
because those Triumphs appear to have been the mainstay of members' cars at
the formation of the TR Register of SA in the early seventies.
Because of the limited scope of details for each car accessed I decided to start
from scratch with a document that could list the following car information:
commission number, local assembly number (if applicable), engine number, colour of the car, name of the current owner, year of acquisition, names of previous
owners, details of the car (wire wheels, overdrive, soft top or surrey top for the
TR4/4A/5, engine changes, modifications, etc.), membership of TSCC and centre,
and resident town or city. I designed a form to be completed by all existing and
new owners and distributed these to all centres of the local TSCC. Needless to
say, the first two years of the new register saw tremendous growth and
thereafter growth became incremental. As saturation was reached in later years
very few new cars are getting accessed periodically as our readers of Sabrina may
have noticed from previous regular registrar reports in successive issues.
What were the challenges? Club members who dispose of their Triumphs or who
acquire new ones without informing the registrar. For this reason our register is
also very dated in many instances because the name of the current owner listed
has become history due to the often large number of unknown subsequent
owners. What was the best resource for updating the register? Nothing else but
the good old grapevine through which I picked up about 'so and so' who is now
the new owner of 'so and so's' Triumph.
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That enabled me to contact 'so and so' about the matter. Having said that, I am
very appreciative of those club members who regularly informed me about
ownership movements, and in that way made a huge contribution to the
maintenance of our register. I also appreciate the co-operation of very many
non-club members who were prepared to trust us with the identification details
of their Triumphs.

I found the building and maintenance of our current register a very rewarding
and informative experience and I believe that my successor will also enjoy his/her
new responsibility. I am satisfied that I am leaving behind a useful document as
a resource that will continue to benefit our club.
CURRENT REGISTER HOLDINGS ACCORDING TO TRIUMPH TYPE AND
MODEL
Triumph
Model

March
2018

March
2020

March
2022

Increase

TR2

48

49

50

2

TR3

89

94

96

7

TR3A

98

101

102

4

TR4

21

23

23

2

TR4A

36

36

36

-

TR5

13

13

13

-

TR6

76

77

84

8

TR7

165

170

171

6

TR8

6

6

6

-

Spitfire

88

89

90

2

Spitfire

59

62

62

1

Spitfire

180

181

184

4

Spitfire

28

28

28

-

Spitfire
1500

10

10

10

-

GT6 MK1

16

17

19

3

GT6 MK2

5

5

5

-

GT6 MK3

15

16

17

2

Group Total

Total Sidescreen:

Total TR: 8

Total Spitfire:
374

Total GT6:41
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CURRENT REGISTER HOLDINGS ACCORDING TO TRIUMPH TYPE AND
MODEL—table continued
Triumph
Model

March
2018

March
2020

March
2022

Increase

Group Total

STAG MK1 &

31

31

32

1

Total Stag: 32

Herald all

43

45

46

3

Total Herald: 46

Vitesse all

9

10

10

1

Total Vitesse: 10

2000 MK1 &

48

48

49

1

2500 PI

9

9

9

-

Chicane MK1 75

78

79

4

1300 & 1500

10

10

10

-

Dolomite

2

2

2

-

Toledo

1

1

1

-

Mayflower

2

2

2

-

Roadster

15

15

15

-

Town&
Country

2

2

2

-

Super 7

3

3

3

-

Italia 2000

1

1

1

-

1234

1257

All Triumphs 1204

Total 6cyl saloon:

Total 4cyl saloon:

Total Oldies: 23

I have copied the current register (in Excel format) on a data stick that I will
hand over to my successor who can be assured of my support whenever needed.
Nols
Adoption of the Registrar’s report was proposed by Alan Grant and seconded by
Danie Barkhuizen. The report was duly adopted by the meeting.
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TREASURER’S REPORT ON THE NATIONAL ACCOUNTS.

Engela van Vuuren as National Treasurer reported as follows on the state of the
finances of the Club over the past four years:
TRIUMPH SPORTS CAR CLUB OF SOUTH AFRICA INCOME
STATEMENT FOR PERIOD 1 JANUARY 2018 TO PERIOD ENDING
31 DECEMBER 2021
2018

2019

2020

2021

INCOME

39 013,18

16 280,00

11 220,00

10 100,00

Membership

36 220,00

16 280,00

11 220,00

10 100,00

Spares

2 793,18
4 305,20

4 329,35

4 692,60

EXPEDNITURE 9 878,62
Sabrina

5 683,20

Website

638,00

785,00

785,00

1075,00

SAMCA

2 875,00

2 875,00

2 875,00

2 875,00

Bank Costs

682,42

645,20

669,35

742,60

SURPLUS

29 134,56

11 974,80

6 890,65

5 407,40

ACCUMULATED FUNDS STATEMENT AS AT 31st DECEMBER 2021

2018

2019

2020

2021

Opening Balance

24 213,28

53 347,84

65 322,64

72 213,29

SURPLUS

29 134,56

11 974,80

6 890,65

5 407,40

CLOSING BALANCE

53 347,84

65 322,64

72 213,29

77 620,69

2018

2019

2020

2021

264

203

140

126

MEMBERSHIP NUMBERS
Membership Numbers
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Membership 2022

Bloemfontein

8

Border

7

Cape Town

35

Garden Route

11

Johannesburg

27

Kwa-Zulu Natal

26

Port Elizabeth

11

Pretoria

20

Adoption of the accounts was proposed by Nols Pienaar and seconded by Mark
Hirst. The document was duly adopted.

The Meeting considered the decisions taken by the National Committee since the
previous BGM held in 2018, including that of keeping the membership
subscriptions unchanged. Ratification of said decisions was proposed by Bill
Flynn, seconded by Eddie Steele and adopted by the meeting.
EDITOR OF SABRINA : REPORT.
Helen Flynn reported as follows:
It has been a long….2 years since the last National Gathering in Maselspoort in
2018, and Sabrina has kept everyone connected during that time and I do think
that is most important.
The Covid-19 pandemic kept everyone locked up and unable to socialise during
2020 and 2021, but luckily a decision was taken at the 2018 BGM National
Gathering in Maselspoort, that Sabrina would be in electronic format only.
So in a way, pandemic or not, Sabrina would and did survive, with no serious
collateral damage. Other than the editor’s computer Hard Disk Drive dying a
sudden death, and having to be revamped to limp along further, and the Editor
succumbing to the Delta variant of the virus and having to take much time out.
Happily I am able to report that the editor did not suffer any lasting damage, but
the computer is still limping along, and the business of Triumphs in Sabrina was
able to continue, although at a slower pace. The March 2022 edition of Sabrina
was 64 pages long and the original format in Microsoft Publisher was almost 3Gb
big and ‘the computer’ is continuously complaining about issues like this!
I would like to pose some questions to the Triumph club members’:How relevant is Sabrina in its current electronic format, with regard to the
ever- booming Social Media platforms?
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We jumped from the dark ages of the last century with the printed version being
posted (in envelopes with stamps,) to households around the country…….

To the 21st century with a bright electronic format being mailed (via email) to
computers around the country…….
BUT in today’s times, post covid and living in a fast-paced world of Social Media,
IS that enough?
I leave these questions at your door!
I did write in the March 2022 Sabrina Editorial:“that it would be my last editorial and that I would like to step down from the position of Editor.” But as I was writing that editorial I had this sneaking suspicion
I was writing it “to myself, for myself, by myself.”

Why do I say that:- because I somehow suspect that some of you, by now, are
used to, and maybe expect, my sometimes “off the wall” humour, and the pictorial
representations of the events that we all attend.
Over the last 6 or so years that I have been the editor of Sabrina, I haven’t had
any negative comments/feedback and in fact I’ve even had requests from people
overseas to please put them on the mailing list.
The way Sabrina has progressed over the last 6 or so years, has shown me that:
If a person (for example) needs some technical info – “Googling” it on a mobile device of sorts, is much faster than reading it in Sabrina.
Sabrina has become more of a people connecting social tool, rather than a place
you go to, to find out how to “re-wire your Stag’s dash-board” and, yes, I have
helped Mr Flynn to do that, and, no, we certainly were not looking in Sabrina for
the answers!
So, the thoughts I leave with you are this:
Who will carry on editing Sabrina?
And
How will it look in the future?
And I think the point about Sabrina being relevant is now moot!
Yours Sincerely
Helen Flynn.
Adoption of the Editor’s report was proposed by Norman Bull and seconded by
Albert de Vos. The report was duly adopted.
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SPARES FUND: WRAP-UP REPORT
René de Villiers reported as follows:
A brief report on the termination of the Spares Fund was published in the
December 2018 issue of Sabrina, but I would like to have this somewhat more
comprehensive report read into the record of the above meeting.
At the time of our previous National Gathering in April/May 2018 I proposed,
and it was duly so accepted, that the Spares Fund constitution be amended, inter
alia, to enable the National Committee to decide on the winding-up of the Fund,
and that if so decided, that any surplus in the Fund be distributed to those who
imported spare parts over the preceding 24 months in proportion to the value of
their individual imports to the total value of spare parts imported over the same
period.
No one can tell what the future holds. And mine, and I think yours as well, held a
huge surprise. In June/July 2018, that being a scant month or so after our last
National Gathering, our supplier, Moss-Europe, decided to change their shipping
and clearing agents world-wide. With spare parts being imported every month
the Spares Fund had an account with Moss’ existing shipper/clearing agent, UPS.
One’s clearing agent, among other things, arranges for customs clearances and
for the payment of import duties and VAT. Anyone who has ever tried to import
anything from an overseas supplier knows that having an accredited clearing
agent in your corner smoothes the entire importing process. When I applied to
the new clearing agents, TNT Worldwide Express, to open an account for us, they
wanted a letter from SARS to confirm that our import permit was valid, and
current.
Little did they know that there was such a thing as FICA in South Africa. So, I
went to the Alberton SARS office to ask for said letter. I will not bore you with
the details of the waiting in queues, the filling in of forms or with the exchange of
a stream of email correspondence over the next few weeks between me and SARS
who insisted that the Triumph Club and its Spares Fund, which had been
importing spare parts for nearly 40 years, be cleared for FICA purposes. Suffice it
to say that in the end the Club was faced with choosing one of two alternatives:
Firstly, we could change the import permit, bank account etc to read :
R de Villiers, trading as The Triumph Sports Car Club of SA. Doing this would
inextricably mix my personal finances including my tax affairs with those of the
Club, which at that point had no tax footprint at all. Secondly, we could opt to
register the Spares Fund as a non-profit organisation with the Department of
Social Development. In this way the Spares Fund would get a tax reference
number of its own, but would then be obliged to, among other things, appoint
various officials (chairman, treasurer, secretary etc), hold an AGM, and submit
an annual return including audited financial statements to said department.
Plus it would need to submit a Spares Fund tax return to SARS every year.
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Neither of the two options was acceptable to me. Firstly, I point-blank refuse to
mix my own tax and financial affairs with those of the Club. Secondly, the entire
process of importing spare parts namely giving quotes; sorting and vetting
individual orders; collating these; placing an order on Moss; arranging delivery;
breaking the order consignment among various Club members; drawing up
individual invoices; arranging for collections or for mailing parcel deliveries;
keeping records and writing up books etc was taking up about four to five
working days of between six to eight hours of my time each every month. Going
the NPO route would easily double my time spent on this activity which I was
not willing to do. Geoff and I tried, via Regional Centre Chairmen to find
someone else to become Spares Administrator, but there were no takers. I
accordingly indicated that I wished to resign my position of said post and set
about winding-up the Spares Fund. As per the Spares Fund Constitution I duly
proposed that the Spares Fund be wound-up and put this proposal to the
National Committee.
The National Committee which includes Regional Centre Chairmen, at that point
consisted of fourteen portfolios. I held two of these namely that of SAMCA
Representative and Spares Fund Administrator and recused myself from the
voting. That left us with twelve voting portfolios. Ten members voted in favour of
the winding-up and two abstained. There was a net amount of R119 491,74 available for distribution among 84 participants who, over the preceding 24 months
had imported spare parts to the value of R891 643,00. That is, just under
R1million over two years. The distribution ratio thus came to 13,4% of individual
imports.
Together with Rob McLeod who acted as internet banking paymaster and general
vetting agent, and to whom I owe a tremendous debt of gratitude for stepping up
to the mark, we set about contacting the 84 participants. Thirty nine elected to
have their shares paid out to them, totalling R101 595,11. Five asked that their
shares be paid into the National Club’s account, totalling R2 793,80. Thirteen
requested transfers to the Johannesburg Centre, totalling R8 752,73. One each
asked that their shares be transferred to the PE Centre (R488,97) and the KZN
Centre (R117,25), respectively. Three participants each nominated a charity of
their own, totalling R1 492,63. That left a balance of R10 483,72 and twenty-two
participants. There was one known deceased person, and the amounts due to a
further five were below R50,00 each, which were considered as being too small for
individual distribution. The remaining sixteen did not respond to emails sent to
them. A donation of R10 000,00 was made to the Helping Hand charity. Internet
transfer costs were R8,07 per individual transaction, and this , together with the
final bank admin and cash withdrawal costs came to a total of R435,78. The final
remainder of R47,94 I put in the charity collection box of my local pharmacy. I
have the detailed calculations, including details of the amounts paid to each
individual participant with me and these are open for inspection in case anyone
is interested.
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Thus a valued service rendered to Club members over a period of 39 years came
to an end. Those of you who were around at inception will remember excited
messages of consignments of spare parts docking at Durban harbour in ocean
liners, of orders placed by way of telexes complete with telex tapes and bankers
drafts of foreign exchange, of collecting our first import permit by hand from the
Receiver’s office in Rissik Street, of the advent of fax machines, of hand-written
stock lists, in time superseded by computerised stock lists and finally emails,
sms’, shipping parts by way of dedicated Boeing 707’s etc.
I wish to thank everyone who participated in this service over the years, and I
hope I do not omit anyone: Firstly, Peter Cox and Pete Buckles who under the
name Cox&Buckles in the UK started selling Triumph TR parts from their
garage. The two Pete’s, in 1979, placed their faith in our fledgling Club and were
willing to supply our first consignment of parts partly on credit. In time C&B
morphed into Moss-Europe where both Pete’s are employed, and where we
enjoyed trade discount on parts. In those few cases where there was a
mis-delivery of parts Moss-Europe immediately replaced the items without
charge and without questioning us in any way.

Locally, my thanks to Alan Grant who, one night at a Club ‘noggin held in the
Alba Hotel in Braamfontein put R25,00 in an ashtray and announced that he had
just started a Spares Fund (and, hence the name) and invited others to join him
in doing the same. When in the early 1980’s I stepped out of the picture to go and
study, Richard Baker (up from Durban, and at present a member of the Morgan
Owner’s Group) took over. After Richard, Harry Fairley took over and for more
than a decade made space available at his home to store Club stock and many a
Club member was able to get parts from Harry in the evenings and over
weekends. Gary Blake took over from Harry and dragged us screaming and
kicking into the modern world and computerised the entire process including
stock on hand. I took over from Gary, and when it was decided to do away with
keeping spare parts as Club stock, Gino Cassieri at a National Gathering went
around selling raffle tickets for the remaining spare parts- a raffle which Eddie
Steele won and who collected all those slow moving and unwanted parts from my
house.
The Spares Fund history will not be complete without mentioning John Roets.
John and his employer Neil Simpson of Axiom Hydraulics have always been
there for us, as was his previous employer, Reunert&Lenz. Last named made
transport available to us to collect the rump of the Club’s parts from John
Moore’s house in Durban when John left the Club. For many years John Roets
acted as the holder of the purse strings and looking after the Spares Fund cheque
book (do you remember what a cheque book was??). And for as many years Axiom
Hydraulics made space available to the Club where parts deliveries could be
made during office hours during those years when I was still working regular
office hours and could not accommodate deliveries to my house.
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Ed Grondel took over the bookkeeping and cheque book duties from John Roets
and undertook the huge task of reconciling our Club membership numbers for
SAMCA membership purposes. And, as I said above, Rob McLeod stepped into
the breach to handle the final internet payments to the participants in the Fund
when it was wound up in 2018.
Thank you guys, one and all, it has been a roller-coaster of fun.
René de Villiers. Johannesburg, 7th December 2020.
Adoption of the Wrap-up report was proposed by Mark Hirst and seconded by
John Craig. The meeting duly adopted the report.
GRAHAM CHEETHAM TRUST FUND
Alan Grant tabled an exchange of correspondence with the Organ Donors Fund
detailing a donation of R2 000,00 made to said Fund, confirming that the Trust
Fund bank account had now been closed.
Jon Rademan undertook to attend to the closure of the Trust itself.
Closure of the Graham Cheetham Trust Fund was proposed by David Blair,
seconded by John Craig and confirmed by the meeting.

SAMCA REPORT
René de Villiers reported on the scaled down activities of SAMCA during the
influenza lock-down period. A comparison of prices revealed that the Club on its
own could not, economically, afford to arrange public liability insurance cover
similar to that offered by SAMCA. Adoption of the report was proposed by Danie
Barkhuizen, seconded by Alan Grant and was adopted by the meeting.
AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION.
Deletion of reference to the Spares Fund/Spares Administrator: Following
on the cessation of the importation of spares the members of the National
Committee on 2nd July 2019 agreed to put the following proposed change to the
Constitution to the Members of the Club: Clause 3.4: Deletion of the words “…or
spare parts held by the Club be administered on its behalf…” And Clause 4.2:
Removal of the title “Spares Administrator” from the National Committee. The
proposal was formally put by Norman Bull, seconded by Italo Moranduzzo and
adopted by the Meeting.

Creation of the position of Club Secretary: The National Committee, on 2nd
July 2019 had agreed to put the following proposed change to the Constitution to
the Members of the Club: Clause 4.2: Insertion of the word “Secretary” as a
member of the National Committee.
Gino Casieri initiated a discussion on the historical role of a secretary in the
Club. The Meeting debated the origin of the role of a secretary in the Club as well
as the need for such a position. The proposal was formally put by John Craig and
seconded by Harry Fairley. After a show of hands, the proposal to amend the
Constitution was adopted by the meeting with no dissention.
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GENERAL
Club insurance scheme
John Dobbins reviewed the history of Club’s insurance arrangements with the
brokerage firm Fussell & Associates, who in turn, places insurance with Hollard
Insurance Company. He encouraged Club Members to consider insuring their
cars in terms of the scheme. A revised schedule of car values will be published in
June 2022 and he cautioned Club members to review the insured values of their
cars so as to ensure that they were not under-insured.
Adoption of the report was proposed by Bill Flynn, seconded by Mark Hirst, and
was duly adopted by the Meeting.
Long service/long membership awards.

René de Villiers suggested that some form of award for continuous long Club
membership be considered and that Club Members be invited to put forward
proposals as to the type and form of such awards. A committee would audit
membership records and in cases of broken membership periods will consider
condonation of such broken periods.
After debating the matter, a formal proposal for the principle of some form of
long service/membership awards was put to the meeting by Norman Bull,
seconded by Engela van Vuuren, and agreed to by the Meeting.
Hosting of National Gatherings.
John Dobbins reviewed the history of the holding of National Gatherings and
pointed out that in the early days of the Club these were organised centrally by
the then National Committee. In time the Club organised itself on a more federal
basis country-wide and the organising of National Gatherings was undertaken by
Regional Centres on a rotational basis. He suggested that consideration again be
given to organising National Gatherings by a central committee.

After debating the matter Gino Casieri proposed that the status quo of
organising National Gatherings by Regional Centres be retained. The proposal
was seconded by Harry Fairley, and adopted by the meeting.
National Gathering 2024
On a rotational basis, the next National Gathering should fall to be arranged by
the Port Elizabeth/Border Regional Centre. However, said Centre had indicated
that it would prefer to opt out of this responsibility.
After some further debate, the Kwa-Zulu Natal Regional Centre, as the next
Centre in rotation, undertook to host the National Gathering in 2024 at a time
and venue of its choosing.
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Honorary Membership.
The Chairman recorded that John Dobbins had proposed that Gerhard Vorster be
considered for Honorary Membership, in terms of the requirements of the
Constitution. John motivated his proposal in a brief address to the Meeting. His
proposal was seconded by Gino Casieri, and was adopted by the Meeting. It was
recorded that the Cape Town Regional Centre would at an appropriate
opportunity formally confer such membership on Gerhard, with the
congratulations of the Club.
Centenary of the Triumph Marque.
Nols Pienaar recorded that the Triumph Marque would be celebrating its
centenary in 2023, and that the Garden Route Centre planned to hold an
appropriate function in Hartenbos to which everyone was invited. It was noted
that Centenary celebrations could also be held in all parts of the country so as to
coincide with the Drive Your Triumph Day celebration on 10th February, that
being the birthday of Sir John Black, who established the TR-Marque in 1953.
National Centre Computer.
Norman Bull suggested that the Club established a centralised computer, and it
was agreed that this matter be further explored by Norman and Nols Pienaar.
ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS.
National President.
The Chairman recorded that the continued term of office of the National
President during the lock-down period required ratification. This was proposed
by Gary Booyens, seconded by Jon Lewis and adopted by the Meeting.
The appointment of Alan Grant as National President for a further four years,
terminating is 2026 was proposed by Terry Murphy, seconded by Jon Lewis and
agreed to by the Meeting.
National Committee

The Chairman yielded the Chair to the National President, Alan Grant, for the
election of members of the Executive Committee.
The following persons had been duly proposed and seconded for the positions
indicated. The Meeting duly agreed to said appointments:
As Chairman: Gary Booyens. Proposed by Bill Flynn, seconded by Mark Hirst.
As National Registrar: Eddie Gurnell. Proposed by Nols Pienaar, seconded by
Jon Lewis.
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As Editor of Sabrina: Helen Flynn. Proposed by Bill Flynn and seconded by
Geoff Kriel.
As Secretary: René de Villiers. Proposed by Geoff Kriel and seconded by
Engela van Vuuren.

As National Treasurer: Engela van Vuuren. Proposed by Bill Flynn and
seconded by Eddie Steele.
As SAMCA Representative: René de Villiers. Proposed by Engela van
Vuuren and Seconded by Alan Grant.
Although not members of the National Committee, it was noted that John
Dobbins would continue to oversee the Club’s insurance scheme. John
Austin-Williams agreed to fulfil the function of Webmaster.
The National Chairman took over the meeting from the National President.
CLOSURE
There being no further business, the Chairman declared the meeting closed.
Confirmed on …………………………………………………(date)
at……………………………………………………….(place)
Signed…………………………………………………………………

The Road to Golden Gate paved with Triumphs
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National Gathering---2022—Notes from Norman Bull
At last the Johannesburg Region was able to host the 32 nd National Gathering at
Golden Gate National Park….some 40 years after the first Nationals was held at
the same venue…..and some 4 years after the last Gathering ( due to Covid).
In 1982 the participants were treated to some hail and very cold weather…but
this time the weather Gods were in our favour, as the prior 3 weekends and the
week after our Gathering…Clarens was wet and cold. We had perfect sunny days
with some energetic members even catching a tan whilst preparing their cars
for the Sunday Concourse.
Friday Braai and greet was a jovial time in meeting like minded Triumph
members, and hearing of the participants efforts made to be at the
Nationals….be it trouble free driving, to high oil consumption, to failing to start/
misfire, engine failure enroute…and even a blowout…but they all persevered to
arrive at Golden Gate….such is the Triumph Spirit.
Saturday the ladies had an educational tea event, while the men grafted at
cleaning their Triumph’s. The evening event brought many memories to past
participants, with Dave Blair opening the evening with his bagpipes ( as in
previous Gatherings at Golden Gate), and a video…Down Memory Lane.

On Sunday morning all Concourse enthusiasts lined up under clear but
chilly skies, to drive in convoy to the Clarens Golf Club. A very organised team
of judges put the cars to the test. A very high level of cars on display. The afternoon driving skills was in the golfing format…chip and put. It was evident that
most members should keep driving their Triumph’s.
The Mystery.. Adventure Tour drive through the National Park on Monday
morning was very informative and enjoyable. Well done to Gary and his team for
organising the drive.

Monday Gala Evening….a touch of Gold…with awards and dancing the
evening away.
Such was the level of car preparation, that no member qualified for a bronze
medal….well done all.
Well done to Gary Booyens for taking the top award (D’etat) in his recently
restored TR2, and the Joburg group in winning the President’s trophy.
All Joburg cars achieved Gold.
In closing, this event would not have achieved its goals if it was not for the
enthusiastic participation of all members, and my team. The greatest part of this
Gathering was the attendance of members from all regions.….we look forward to
the next Gathering.
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TRIUMPH SPORTS CAR CLUB OF SOUTH AFRICA.
NATIONAL GATHERING 2022, GOLDEN GATE.
SOME IMPRESSIONS AND REFLECTIONS.
Drafted by René de Villiers.
The minutes of the biennial general meeting of Club Members which was held on
30th April 2022 at the Golden Gate Resort will be published in Sabrina in due
course. (in case you missed them,….scroll back, they start on page , this is page
26—Ed.)
Although the minutes are an official record of proceedings at the
meeting, its very nature is such that it presents but a sliver of the rich spectrum
and kaleidoscope of events that led up to and took place at the Club’s oft
postponed 2022 National Gathering. Permit me, therefore, the opportunity to
share with you some of my impressions and reflections on what turned out to be a
most memorable occasion.
There are no brickbats here, only bouquets, and first and foremost among these
go to our Chair-Pair namely Geoff Kriel, National Chairman and Norman Bull,
Chairman of the Johannesburg Regional Centre, ably and unstintingly supported by their good ladies Sue Kriel and Annelize Bull plus their respective teams.
We all know that our previous Nationals of 2018 were supposed to be followed
two years later by the 2020 Nationals and how the Chinese Influenza which
originated in Wuhan, China (Wu-Flu for short) resulted therein that the
Gathering had to be postponed first to 2021, and subsequently to 2022. Now,
when you say it quickly and after the event, and armed with that good old
standby of perfect knowledge that hindsight brings, that does not sound like
much. So, it was postponed: So What? I will tell you what.
Norman and his team had to navigate its way through the pernicious, irrational
rules and regulations imposed by a sort of “command council” set up by a central
government hell-bent on control of its citizens. And through it all, they had to
remain enthusiastic and motivated. It is all very well when one can say: “Hang
in there, guys, it will all be over in x number of weeks or months”. Not so in this
case. There was no set final date here. Let me tell you that to keep up flagging
enthusiasm in a group of volunteers, each with his or her own personal outside
priorities takes some doing. And all that came on top of the frequent trips to
Clarens to negotiate, and to re-negotiate with the resort authorities for the best
possible deal for Club Members. I have it on good authority that all Norman had
to do was to switch on his car, and put it in gear and the car would find its own
way down the N3 to Harrismith and beyond. I believe that a raft of bright
young engineers from the Tesla stood in awe when they learned of the level of self
-drive technology developed right here in Benoni.
Geoff on his part remained in contact with members of an oft changing National
Committee which as you know includes the Chairmen of the various Regional
Centres – each of which had its own AGM’s plus new Committees, and each of
which went through ups and downs of their own.
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On top of which he had to deal with the totally uncalled for and unwanted
sniping from the side-lines of an allegation of : “Mr National Chairman,
constitutionally speaking, your term of office, and that of your entire Committee
is for a period of two years only, which means that after April 2020 you and your
entire Committee, should you persist in choosing to remain in office, you would
be in breach”. To his eternal credit, Geoff kept a clear, cool head and steered the
good ship Triumph Club through those muddied waters.

There is little doubt that were it not for the unstinting efforts of our Chair-Pair,
although based more than one thousand kilometres apart, there would not have
been a 2022 National Gathering.
Next, I need to bore you with a few statistics. As was the case with the 1988
National Gathering which was also held at Golden Gate, all the Triumphs
present were parked in herringbone format along the road just inside the Resort,
parallel to the main road (R712). I counted 29 Triumphs in total. This, I am
sure, is a smaller number than the cars present at the 2018 National Gathering
at Maselspoort, but at this point I cannot tell you exactly how many less because
I could not find a clear, crisp total in the various write-ups in Sabrina of June
2018. What I can tell you is that there were 42 members present in person at the
2022 BGM (as per the attendance register) which, can you believe it, is exactly
the same as the 42 present at the 2018 BGM four years earlier. (Plus, this time
we had 14 proxies compared to only four in 2018). To take this feeling of déjàvu one step further can you believe it that on both occasions we held our BGM’s
in a room/hall called the “Eland Room”? I am sure conspiracy theorists will have
a field day with that one! So, yes, perhaps fewer cars, BUT in many cases with
good reason. Note, not with excuses – with good reason. Permit me to highlight
a few of those I am personally aware of, and there are sure to be others besides.
Eddie Steele and Mark Hirst were supposed to travel in two separate TR’s, but at
the last moment the alternator of the TR4A/5 hybrid belonging to Eddie’s son
Eric started charging at 30 amps, and despite the assistance of a professional
autoelec the problem could not be sorted in time. Jon Lewis and Wendy attended
in a plastic Mazda and not in Jon’s trusty TR3A for the sole reason that Wendy
has a severe back problem which makes a long trip (from the Garden Route) in a
TR an impossibility. Both Harry Fairly (TR2) and yours truly suffered last
minute carburettor problems but at least the both of us attended in German
Classics: Harry’s from Bavaria and mine hailing from Stuttgart. In fact, I got as
far as Germiston in my TR3 where I was forced to turn back. In both our cases it
was particularly galling, because both of us had been using our TR’s frequently in
the weeks leading up to the Nationals just to make sure everything was in order.
On top of it all I had spent R12 000,00 on a set of five new 15 inch Vredestein
tyres especially for the trip. John Craig from Durban was unable to extricate
“Bluey” from the flood damage the guys in Natal had suffered. Albert and Tiekie
de Vos would have loved to bring the Roadster in addition to his TR, but there is
a limit somewhere.
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John Crowther’s Austin Healey has attended so many Triumph Club events, that
I think it is time we gave him a TR bonnet badge so that he can be counted
among the faithful. I noticed that Nols and Cathy Pienaar attended in an
appropriately green coloured Jiminy Cricket. I recall him attending Nationals in
more than one TR, and doubtless there are good reasons for them using a single,
miniscule, Japanese TR. The undoubted heroes here are Stu and Debbie Bowen
who actually live in the immediate area. A few months ago Stu was involved in
what initially appeared to be a minor accident here in the very Clarens. His
injuries rapidly escalated and he had to be airlifted to a major hospital where Stu
hovered at death’s door. Sheer willpower and perseverance made it possible for
Stu and Debbie to put in an appearance but sans the TR which he has owned
since his late teens.

As I say, doubtless there are other, similar cases to account for a fair number of
Triumph cars being temporarily MIA, missing in action, that is. Add to that the
usual suspects of local rust free cars being in great demand in the UK, coupled
with the disastrous (to us) exchange rate. Overarching this, the Club is in an
exceedingly good financial position. When you put all of this together with Nols’
Registrar’s report which shows that car numbers over the last few years actually
showed a modest increase one cannot but conclude that The Club finds itself in a
very , very healthy situation. Each and every one of you can give yourself a
congratulatory pat on your collective shoulder for this one.
Eddie Steele, Clerk of the Concours for these many decades, roped both Terry
Murphy and myself into judging Cleanliness and Condition of Engines in both
d’Etat and d’Elegance. Now, in my book the Engine Area is the heart of the
matter. Sure, there is paintwork and chrome, and there is upholstery, and there
is boot interior etc etc. But
“Now in my book
“If there is dirt,
the Engine Area
all of these places and
we will find it!”
and all of it’s
things remain relatively
appurtanances, is
the heart of the
clean and OK over time all by
matter!”
themselves. Not so the engine bay
and the engine and all of its
appurtanances. (I created that
word). By its very nature this area
is designed to deteriorate and to get
dirty. And, as a consequence this is
the area where the concourse
entrant is most vulnerable. But, let
me assure you, both Terry and I
were hard put to find fault. Clearly,
Club Members who enter these competitions are serious about it. In short, the
standard is uniformly of a very high standard, and one has to really nit-pick to
find something to comment on. Congratulations, one and all.
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In this connection the pressure cleaner area was a huge success in my opinion.
Just to explain: on a level tarred surface a few Club Members made pressure
hose cleaners available to all comers. Pretty soon everyone who was preparing
his/her car congregated in the area, awaiting his/her turn. And,
pretty soon, the whole thing became somewhat of a souk, with all
manner of cleaning hangers-on and sundry spectators in attendance.
I discerned a definite festive spirit among all those present. An
unplanned, impromptu event with ribaldry and comments flying
around. What a winner!

Mark Hirst, the snake charmer,
bids the pressure to hose
co-operate! And Norman Bull is
on hand to fend off any
unwanted advances with his
car’s mats !

Next year, 2023, we celebrate 100 years of the Triumph Marque. It is also the
120th year of the Standard Motor Car Company which was begun in 1903. On top
of that, we celebrate 70 years of the TR Range and the 70 th Commemoration of
that near-125mph record run on the Jabbeke Freeway in Belgium in 1953. The
Garden Route Regional Centre is already planning something in Hartenbos and
everyone is invited to attend (details to follow). For those who cannot make it,
there is always the commemoration of Sir John Black’s birthday on 10 th February, when you are encouraged to Drive Your Triumph on the day, and to submit
your “entry” to Rye Livingston in Canada for publication world-wide.
The email address to use is: driveyourtriumphday@gmail.com
Following his success on the putting green – a novel activity which put a totally
new twist on the concept of “driving” - I believe Bill Sales is now considering an
alternative, or possibly a supplemental career as a golfer. I see a collection of
concourse golf carts somewhere in his future. Norman and his team certainly
managed to bring a new perspective to the concepts of : “skill”; “bravery”; and
“perception of your surroundings”. One can safely say that these fun functions
and events, each and every one of them, was a hit. Thank you Hannelize et al.
Something else which one can say quickly is how far some Club Members
travelled to and from the Nationals. Peter and Esther Colebank in a Spitfire
nogal came all the way from Langebaan and Danie Barkhuizen (TR3A) hailed
from Brackenfell. And, to the best of my knowledge they tackled the return trip
separately. Now, folks, that is a 3 000km plus round trip. To put it in perspective, that is more than the distance between services when these cars were new.
Hats off to these intrepid travellers.
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John Dobbins delivered a glowing tribute to Gerhard Vorster who was duly
elected as a well deserved Honorary Club Member. Allied to this, the Club has
agreed to introduce some form of award for long continuous Club Membership - a
sort of “long service award” for want of a better term. And this is where each of
you out there come in. The Club is looking for suggestions as to firstly what this
should be called, as well as the form it should take. Basically, the idea is to make
awards at intervals to be decided to honour Club Members for their long periods
of such Club Membership. So, put your Thinking Caps on and come up with
suggestions.
The Club’s DNA is an amalgam of social activities and technical expertise and a
successful Chairman needs to be skilled in the balancing of both arenas. We are
most fortunate that Gary Booyens as incoming Chair, and Geoff Kriel before him
both have spades of both of these attributes. The elected National Committee is
a blend of the new and the old. Helen Flynn as Editor of Sabrina has that rare
mix of artistry and administration called for in an editor. Eddie Gurnell takes
over the crucial portfolio of Club Registrar from Nols Pienaar who has promised
to remain on hand in case of need. Engela van Vuuren with a strong foundation
in matters financial remains on as National Treasurer . I will use my best
endeavours to fulfil the roles of SAMCA Representative and of the newly created
position of Club Secretary. Alan Grant remains as non-executive National
President , a post for which he is eminently suited given his wide spread range of
contacts in the motoring world both domestic and international. One of the
secrets of a successful association such as ours is that fresh new ideas are
welcomed, and hopefully these will be tempered by lasting traditional values.
By now you will have heard that the Natal Regional Centre has stepped up to the
plate and will be hosting the 2024 National Gathering at a time and venue of its
choosing. I for one plan to be there. And this time in my TR3.
Greetings,
René de Villiers. (083 317 4339)
Johannesburg.
10th May 2022.
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Friday Braai ……. Pretoria getting into the mood.

Saturday The

Ladies had an
educational Tea event.

Margarita Coppens, the lady from
Kazakhstan (a country in Central
Asia, according to Google) gave us an
amazing presentation about the
traditions of her home country and
showed us how to make

Real Tea ! We were given some
goodie bags with wonderful gifts
and enjoyed a Ladies Tea with a
difference. I have new respect for
Margarita and the humble cup
of tea. (Helen)

Saturday the Men
grafted at
cleaning their
Triumph’s.

Bill’s pop-up bucket, was not out of place at the pop-up valet station!
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On Sunday morning all Concourse enthusiasts lined up under clear but
chilly skies, to drive in convoy to the Clarens Golf Club. A very organised team
of judges put the cars to the test. A very high level of cars on display.
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Impressions & Reflections—The Judges Decision is Final!

“and it is
important
to note:”

Precision Judging !

A Fine Specimen

Judging Italian Style !

Death by Triumph ! Oops

The Hills are Alive with the
Sound of Triumphs….
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You can see this
chick plays
hockey and not
golf. Its easier for
her to shoot a
goal than ‘put’ a
hole.
Bill learned how to mow the lawn and then managed to scoop it all up!

Brenda never stood a
chance with her golf club
reverberating like that!

Albert, using Brenda’s
club, had the same
problem.

Terry had
practiced
that sawing,
long and
hard!
John Dobbins too!

But the ‘Pro’ of the
show Mr. Sales didn’t
have any trouble with
the reverberating golf
club…. He got a
“hole-in-one”
Norman got the pose
right, but the ball went
left!

Italo
gave the
golf ball
that
Italian
touch!
Nols saw the
green, but his
golf ball didn’t!
Giselle wasn’t convinced
her golf ball followed the
right track. So she decided
to follow it through & give
it stick with the putter!
(See her shadow)

Nols found his golf
ball on the green,
but it had changed
shape to an oval!

Jean
showed
us the
Belgian
style!
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Gary Booyens explained the rules of the “Amazing Race” to everyone,
most were amazed and other’s didn’t believe it so they took notes.

The 1st clue took us
to the dead centre of
the bush.

A bit more bushing
around and the
bravest of the
brave came to the
forefront.

The big orange one nearly had a heart attack,
and the yellow one next to him...just lost it!

Take a
chance–
Throw a
Plane!

Ducking & Diving...focus
on the Plane!

That chick may be able to hit with a hockey stick!
But she can’t throw a plane!
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Impressions & Reflections—The Gala Evening—A Touch of GOLD

The Gala Evening Warm Up.
“Well what do you think? My
bow tie is more Golden than
your pocket prop!”
“Duh! You think! Quick smile
she’s taking a photo!”

Monday Gala Evening….a touch of Gold…with awards and dancing the
evening away.

Such was the level of car preparation, that no member qualified for a bronze
medal….well done all.
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Impressions & Reflections—The Gala Evening—A Touch of GOLD
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Impressions & Reflections—The Concours Results
MEDALS------D'etat

CAR

Gary Booyens
Alan Grant
Eddie Steele
Jean Coppens
John Austin-Williams
Giselle Gurnell
Ed Gurnell

TR2
TR3
TR4A
TR6
TR7
TR7
TR5

Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Silver

Medal

98,20%
97,60%
96,10%
95,40%
95,20%
94,60%
91,30%

MEDALS-----d'elegance
Terry Murphy
Brenda Murphy
Geoff Kriel
Norman Bull
Gavin Mills
Bill Flynn
Gregory Ball
Peter Roostee

TR7
TR7
TR6
TR3
TR3A
TR7
TR4A
TR7

Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Silver
Silver
Silver

97,50%
97,0%
96,70%
93,70%
93,00%
91,40%
89,60%
86,70%

TROPHIES
Neville Whitford Memorial Trophy (most desirable car)
Non Triumph car in attendance
Peter du Sautoy Intrepid Traveller (greatest distance to Nationals)
Tim Robertson: Best Male Driver (hole in one)
Class 1: Sidescreens: Graham Cheetham Trophy
Class 2: TR4-TR6
Class 3: TR7-TR8
Class 4: Spitfire/GT6
Class 5: Stag and Saloons
Best Unrestored Car….D'etat
Best Unrestored Car….D'elegance
Concourse D'elegance winner
Campbell Miller Trophy…D'etat
Ian Evans Clunman's Trophy
Presidents Trophy
Golden TR Trophy
TR Registry (UK) Friendship Trophy

GARY BOOYENS

ALAN GRANT

100%

Gregory Ball—TR4A
John Crowther—Healy
Peter Colebank
Bill Sales
Gary Booyens
Geoff Kriel
Terry Murphy
no entrants
no entrants
Jean Coppens
Bill Flynn
Terry Murphy
Gary Booyens
Gerhard Vorster
Johannesburg Centre
Rene deVilliers
Johannesburg Centre

EDDIE STEELE
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Impressions & Reflections—The Gala Evening—Some Medals & Trophies

JEAN COPPINS

JOHN AUSTIN-WILLIAMS

EDDIE GURNELL

TERRY MURPHY

BRENDA MURPHY

NORMAN BULL

GAVIN MILLS

GEOFF KRIEL

BILL FLYNN

GREGORY BALL

GISELLE GURNELL

PETER ROOSTEE
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Impressions & Reflections—Trophy Time

Neville Whitford
Memorial Trophy
Gregory Ball—TR4A

Non Triumph Car in attendance

Peter du Sautoy

John Crowther— Austin Healy

Intrepid Traveller

Peter Colebank

Best Male Driver

Gary Booyens

Bill Sales

Graham Cheetham Trophy –Sidescreens and
Cambell Miller Trophy D’etat,

“Hole in One”

Presidents Trophy Johannesburg Centre

Geoff Kreil

Terry Murphy

Jean coppens

Class 2: TR4-TR6

Class 3: TR7-TR8

Best Unrestored Car
D’etat

Rene de Villiers
Golden TR Trophy
Friendship Trophy

Johannesburg
Centre
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Impressions & Reflections—Golden Gate Nationals 1988
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Impressions & Reflections— Golden Gate Nationals 1988
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Impressions & Reflections—Golden Gate Nationals 1988
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Impressions & Reflections— Golden Gate Nationals 1988
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Impressions & Reflections—Golden Gate Nationals 1988

………………….and so on…….……..
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Impressions & Reflections— Golden Gate Nationals 1988
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Impressions & Reflections—Golden Gate Nationals 1988
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Impressions & Reflections— Golden Gate Nationals 1988
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EDITORIAL—PART 2

Sabrina Editorial March 1988

The first 3 paragraphs……...déjà vu 21st Century…………….
Helen Flynn current Sabrina Editor June 2022.
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EDITORIAL—PART 2

Sabrina Editorial June 1988

Regards

Ken Boss

……...déjà vu 21st Century……………. I rest my case!.......

Helen Flynn current Sabrina Editor June 2022.
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Golden Gate 1988—remember those Kodak moments….
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THE BACK PAGE

A Triumph by any other name!

Norman popped out to Spar for a little
shopping therapy!

“says who?”

Eddie Who? Popeye?

What did Bill say to Bill?

Caption this Picture……..

